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J-PARC muon g-2/EDM experiment
• The discrepancy of the muon anomalous magnetic moment (g-2) between    

the experimental and theoretical values is updated to 4.2σ [1].

• The J-PARC muon g-2/EDM experiment aims to measure with high precision  

by the novel method using a low emittance muon beam.
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[1] Phys.Rev.Lett. 126 (2021) 14, 141801 

Goal of measurement accuracy
・ Muon g-2  0.1 ppm  ・ Muon EDM  1×10-21 e・cm
Requirements for the muon beam
・ Momentum ratio pt /p ~ 10-5

・ Momentum dispersion Δp/prms < 0.1%
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Problem of a muon linear accelerator
Since corresponds to the rapid energy changes associated with acceleration, 

developing a muon linac* consisting of four different RF accelerating cavities.
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The beam mismatch occurs serious emittance growth.
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Since adapts APF-method to realize high acceleration efficiency, 
the longitudinal acceptance is exceedingly narrow.
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* Linac = linear accelerator
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Suppression of emittance growth
Beam matching based on actual measurements between different 

acceleration cavities is important.

• Based on the evaluation in the simulation, design a beam transport line 

consisting of diagnostic systems and optical systems.
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• In order to suppress longitudinal emittance growth below 40%, 

need to have a high time resolution of 40 ps.
(=It corresponds to an accuracy of approximately 1% of the acceleration phase.)

• In order to also use demonstration tests, 

require to detect low-intensity muon beams.
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For achieving high time resolution
Using Micro-channel plate (MCP), we develop a new bunch width monitor 

capable of measuring low emittance muon beams with high time resolution.

• MCP detect muon directly using secondary electron amplification, and have a 

high responsiveness.

• The CFD circuit* used in the readout system suppresses the degradation of 

time resolution that depends on the signal wave height. 
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ADC
(CAEN V792)

TDC
(CAEN V1290A)

LNA
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CFD

Vin Vout

μ+

Detection σ<25 ps (estimate)

Reference signal

Readout system σ~32 ps (measure)

jitter σ~5ps

Jitter ~5 ps

)

Hamamatsu photonics (F1217)
• Two-layer stage (Amplification rate 106~107)
• Channel diameter 12 μm
• Bias angle 12°

single muon.

* Developed as the prototype readout system of the Time ofpropagation counter which install in the Belle II detector.
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Evaluation of time resolution
Since the performance of the MCP is not understood, a test bench is developed 

with picosecond pulse laser to evaluate.
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Note: MCPs are shown enlarged.
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We showed that bunch width monitor achieved the required time resolution.
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Considerations for time resolution limitations
The wave height dependence was evaluated, and it suggests that there is a 

limitation due to the readout system and laser, which is match the 

prediction from the classification (p6).
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Red Standard applied voltage (2300V)
Blue Higher applied voltage (-2470V)

Charge amount (∝ signal wave height) [pC]

＊apply crosstalk cut

Prospect: We are selecting and evaluating a waveform readout digitizer with DRS4 
to further improvement of a bunch width monitor.
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Summary
• Precise measurement of muon g-2 and EDM using low emittance muon beam 

are planned at J-PARC. In order to suppress emittance growth which is 

important during re-acceleration, we have developed a bunch width monitor 

with high time resolution using MCP.

• We have guaranteed that the time resolution of bunch width monitor is 

σ~40 ps from the evaluation by the test bench. In addition, we revealed it 

enable achieving higher time resolution that improvement of the readout 

system and laser.

• The first ultra slow muon acceleration and emittance measurement plan to 

perform at 2022. We will optimize the bunch width monitor such as 

introducing an insertion mechanism, to use in real beam line.
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